
Agios Onouphrios Ware jug (?5)
Clay kantharos (?293)

One-handled cup (?741)
Head of human figurine (?803)

Kernos (?970)
Clay wheelmade head of human figurine 

(?1102)
Clay bull figurine (?1112) Clay horns of consecration (?1167)

Clay alabastron (?1587)
Clay alabastron (?1588) Clay chest larnax with papyri, waterfowl and 

fish (?1612)
Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 

(?1619)
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Clay rectangular offering table (?1621)
Clay rectangular tray with attached juglets 

(?1623) Minoan Egyptianising amphora (?1636)
Floral Style beaked jug (?1647)

Fruit-stand with tall foot (?1682)
Painted krater (?1684) Bull figurine (?1763) Head of a hybrid creature (?1812)

Part of a hybrid figurine (?1813)
Bridge-spouted jar with decoration of the 

Standard Tradition (?1832)
Tubular vessel with horns of consecration 

(?1935)
Tubular vessel (?1939)
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Clay female figurine (?2031)
Terracotta kouros statuette (?2035)

Part of bowl with Herakles and Nereus 
(?2071) Clay Marine Style rhyton (?2085)

Clay rhyton decorated in a combination of 
dark-on-light and light-on-dark (?2086) Strainer pyxis with decoration of crocuses 

and spirals (?2087)
Clay human foot model (?2109) Beekeeping utensil (smoker) (?2113)

Handled cup (?2114)
Chalice (?2116) Clay kernos (?2126) Clay aryballos (?2152)
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Part of clay bull rhyton (?2175)
Clay head of female figurine (?2181)

Juglets (?2184)
Clay figurine head (?2186)

Handleless conical cup (?2202)
Cup-rhyton with decoration of double axes 

(?2272)
Beaked jug with relief decoration (?2399) Cup-rhyton (?2484)

Ovoid pithos (?2514)
Clay shrine model (?2582) Clay model of sacred building or altar 

(?2584)
Clay model of two-storey building (?2585)
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Cycladic jug with bird decoration (?2595)
Semiglobular vessel with decoration of 

flowering olive branches (?2596) Amphora with Linear A inscription (?2600)
Kados with decoration of white lilies (?2619)

Clay cup with painted Linear A inscription 
(?2630) Six-handled flask with concentric circles 

(?2643)
Bridge-spouted jug with decoration in the 

Standard Tradition (?2644)
Jug with relief and painted Marine Style 

decoration (?2661)

Large bridge-spouted jar (?2669)
Single-handled semiglobular cup (?2692) Single-handled cylindrical cup with concave 

profile (?2699)
Human figurine (?2716)
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Weaving tool (?2728)
Palace Style pithos with relief papyri, 

medallions and circles (?2762) Strainer pyxis with tortoiseshell ripple and 
ivy leaf decoration (?2766) Jug with double rim (?2776)

Marine Style stirrup jar (?2783)
Bridge-spouted kados with dark-on-light 

decoration (?2820)
Conical rhyton with rosettes and spirals 

(?2830)
Piriform rhyton (?2837)

Rhyton in the shape of a seated pregnant 
woman (?2841) Stirrup jar (?2906) Bowl containing plastic figurines of 

shepherd and flock (?2908)
Tripod offering table (?2968)
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Clay basket-shaped vessel with opening 
("lantern") (?2981) Tall alabastron of the Special Palatial 

Tradition (?2997) Tripod brazier with white spiral decoration 
(?3014) Headless female figurine (?3034)

Clay model of swinging female figure ("The 
Swing") (?3039, ?3133, ?3134) Fragment of anthropomorphic vessel or 

human figurine (?3085)
Part of hybrid figurine (?3089) Human leg of hybrid creature (?3103?)

Anthropomorphic cylindrical shaft (?3138)
Figurine of fantastical creature with bovid 

body and human head (?3145)
Wheelhead (?3169) Anthropomorphic vase (?3243)
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Cup with painted decoration of birds (?3268)
Kados-shaped vessel with decoration of 

bucrania and double axes (?3378) Flask with octopus and seabed in the 
Marine Style (?3383) Conical rhtyon in the Marine Style of the 

Special Palatial Tradition (?3385)

Marine Style rhyton (?3392)
Rhtyon in the Marine Style of the Special 

Palatial Tradition? (?3396)
Standing male figurine on base (?3405) Clay female figurine with bell-shaped skirt 

and tall hat (?3431)

Head of clay female figurine with tall hat 
(?3441) Male half-body figurine (?3444) Clay human hand model. (?3448) Five weasel figurines (?3466 ?, ?, ?, ?, ?)
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Krater with warrior and dog (?3472)
Stirrup jar with stylised octopus decoration 

(?3480) Standing male figurine (?3488)
Clay female figurine with hands raised to 

breast (?3489)

Rhyton with conglomerate motif (?3560)
Rhyton with barbotine decoration (?3588) Strainer pyxis with double axes (?3598) Clay cat's head (?3680)

Clay bathtub larnax with painted decoration 
(?3689) Vasiliki Style cup (?3765) Handleless cup with reeds on the outside 

and tortoiseshell ripple on the inside (?3856)
Clay figure of goddess with upraised arms 

(?3861)
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Male figurine holding bird (?3864)
Rhyton with agrimi head in the round 

(?3890) Lid of incense burner depicting birds (?3901)
Group of female figurines representing 

dancers and musician (?3903)

Male figurine in loincloth, hands joined at 
chest height (?3904) Clay boat model (?3911) Large pithos with relief rope bands and 

incised Linear A inscription (?3915)
Beaked jug of the Special Palatial Tradition 

(?3936)

Jug with decoration of dense reeds in a 
riverine landscape (?3962) Plastic bird-shaped vessel (?4121) Clay libation vessel (rhyton) in the shape of 

a bull with bull-leapers (?4126)
Polychrome bridge-spouted jar (?4390)
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Clay tripod altar (?4460)
Tall alabastron with crocuses and olive 

branches (?4537) Red-slipped funnel (?4543)
Clay model of four-wheeled cart (?4743)

Clay worshipper figurine (?4873)
Clay relief Gorgoneion (?4920) Relief sima with riders (?4935) Lekythos with chariot (?4946)

Hadra Vase (?4949)
Bull rhyton depicting bull-leaping (?5052) Clay agrimi figurine (?5114) White-on-dark teapot (?5249)
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Early polychrome jar with zone of fish 
(?5260) Clay beaked jug with mottled decoration 

(?5321) Pyxis-shaped vessel (?5406)
Basket-shaped rhyton with decoration in the 

Special Palatial Tradition (?5407)

Marine Style rhyton (?5408)
Bull rhyton (?5413) Palace Style pithoid jar (?5459) Clay beaked jug with white linear decoration 

(?5473)

Rhyton in the shape of a female figure 
(?5499) Two-handled cup-kantharos (?5574) Bridge-spouted kados with Floral Style 

decoration (?5748)
Clay jug with plastic and painted decoration 

(?5749)
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Shallow bowl containing carbonised figs 
(?5772) Single-handled cylindrical cup with concave 

walls (?5780) Single-handled cylindrical cup with concave 
walls (?5800) Plastic vessel in the shape of a man's head 

(?5831)

Marine Style rhyton in the Special Palatial 
Tradition (?5832) Terracotta figurine of Aphrodite (?6119) Candelabrum (?6214?) Two-spouted askos (?6337)

Cybele figurine (?6338)
Clay plaque with goddess (?6340) Imported Cypriot lekythos-shaped vessel 

(?6376)
Palace Style pithoid jar (?6495)
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Clay jug with painted decoration (?6506)
Clay figurine with Linear A inscription 

(?6585) Terracotta horse protome (?6654)
Charioteer figurine (?6656)

Bull's-head rhyton (?6688)
Bird-shaped rhyton (?6868) Miniature clay juglet (?6978) Double bell-shaped object with small animal 

figurine (?7208)

Funerary pithos (?7374)
Piriform vessel with incised decoration 

(?7449)
Clay Pyrgos Ware cup (?7485) Bridge-spouted skyphos with Floral Style 

decoration (?7570)
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Small bridge-spouted kados with Marine 
Style decoration (?7572) Plaster tripod altar (?7602)

Stirrup jar with octopus (?7636)
Cinerary urn (kalpe) with human figures 

(?7662)

Cupid figurines (?7666, ?7669, ?7674, 
?7676) Clay ostrich egg model (?7689) Pithoid jar with palm trees (?7691) Clay ritual vessel (?7702)

Fruit-stand decorated in the Standard 
Tradition (?7716) Bridge-spouted jar decorated in the Special 

Palatial Tradition (?7749)
Cooking pot vessel decorated in the 

Standard Tradition (?7750)
Clay cauldron with griffin protomes (?7944)
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Oenochoe with couple (?7961)
Cremation pithos (?7963)

Cremation pithos (?7964)
Lid handle with mourner (?7995)

Clay zoomorphic vessel (?8078)
Clay cinerary kalpe (?8120) Cremation pithos (?8121) Clay kourotrophos figurine (?8345)

Clay cylindrical stand for vessels with 
religious symbols (?8404) Cup-rhyton in the Special Palatial Tradition 

(?8407)
Rhyton with spirals and tortoiseshell ripple 

(?8479)

Cup with floral decoration (?8634)
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Small beaked jug (?8843)
Unique pierced vessel with modelled snake 

(?8931) Bridge-spouted jar decorated in the Abstract 
and Geometric Styles (?8939) Kados-shaped vessel with Floral Style 

decoration (?8954)

Chalice with painted and relief decoration 
(?8959) Clay flask (?9039) Storage pithos (?9122) Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 

(?9249)

Kalathos (?9251)
Lamp with copulation scene (?9282) Clay figure of goddess with upraised arms 

(?9305)
Clay figure of goddess with upraised arms 

(?9308)
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Clay animal-shaped askos (?9458)
Bridge-spouted jar (?9465)

Clay bathtub larnax with painted decoration 
(?9499) Pyxis with birds, flowers and horns of 

consecration (?9501)

Clay base of wheelmade statue (?9515)
Ritual jug with protrusions and painted 

decoration (?9540)
Clay incense burner (?9544) Beaked jug with Marine Style decoration 

(?9571)

Palace Style pithoid jar (?9585)
Clay Cretan-type lamp (?9614) Clay head of female figurine with elaborate 

hairstyle (?9723)
Clay head of female figurine with elaborate 

hairstyle (?9735)
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Clay head of female figurine with elaborate 
hairstyle (?9746) Enthroned female figurine (?9780)

Clay beetle model (?9804)
Clay architectural model (?9817)

Clay head of female figurine with elaborate 
hairstyle (?9823) Standing male figurine making gesture of 

adoration (?9831)
Clay female figurine (?9832) Two bovid figurines (?9844)

Bridge-spouted jar (?10017)
Three-handled pithoid jar with helmets 

(?10058)
Beaked eye-jug (?10073) Single-handled carinated Kamares Ware 

cup (?10085)
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Single-handled Kamares Ware carinated 
cup (?10089) Kamares Ware bridge-spouted jar with 

double axe motifs (?10153) Vessel stand with tall cylindrical foot 
(?10561) Kamares Ware semiglobular cup with 

elaborate decoration and particularly fine 
walls (?10570)

Ovoid pithos (?10574)
Fruit-stand with two sets of dancers 

(?10576)
Three-handled jug with relief shells and 

painted decoration (?10577)
Krater with tall cylindrical foot (?10578)

Beaked jug with relief decoration (?10579)
Fruit-stand with low foot and rich relief 

decoration (?10580)
Large semiglobular cup with dancing scene 

in interior (?10583)
Small four-handled ovoid pithos with rim 

(?10679)
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Tripod tray (?10759)
Ovoid pithos (?10780)

Long-spouted vessel (?10801)
Clay boat-shaped vessel (?10861)

Cylindrical vessel with handles (?10862)
Plaque with relief human head (?10872) Clay votive plaque (?10915) Clay votive plaque (?10917)

Figure of goddess with upraised arms 
(?11041) Figure of goddess with upraised arms 

(?11043)
Figure of goddess with upraised arms 

(?11045)
Rhyton in the shape of a three-wheeled 

vehicle with rider (?11046)
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Clay four-sided stand with religious symbols 
(?11048) Rhtyon with modelled human head (?11050)

Single-handled spouted cup ("tankard") with 
dense painted decoration (?11052) Clay house model (?11070)

Clay plaque with warrior relief (?11146)
Clay juglet with Hieroglyphic inscription 

(?11149)
Relief plaque with female bust (?11334) Clay torso of male figurine (?11401)

Relief plaque with female figure (?11434)
Terracotta plaque with rider (?11509) Relief terracotta plaque with mythical scene 

(?11512)
Terracotta plaque with Gorgoneion (?11527)
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Clay basin for collecting grape must 
(?12338) Portable clay wine press with large pouring 

spout (?12341) Clay conical lid (?12445)
Clay aryballoid vase (?12483)

Clay aryballos (?12583)
Clay alabastron (?12592) Clay oenochoe (?12804) Clay miniature pithos (?12845)

Clay krater (?13054)
Clay female figurine in childbirth (?13239) Clay vessel with erotic couple (?13261) Rhyton of the Special Palatial Tradition 

(?13925)
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Ritual vessel with figure-of-eight handles 
(?13927) Stirrup jar with decoration in the Special 

Palatial Tradition (?13963) Marine Style pithoid jar (?13985)
Palace Style pithoid jar (?14040)

Open vessel with triangular protrusions on 
rim (?14063) Neolithic jug (?14076) Figurine head (?14162) Figurine head (?14176)

Torso of male figurine (?14199)
Clay "fruit stand" with tall cylindrical foot 

(?14277)
Clay tree model with birds (?14809) Clay basket model (?14811)
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Clay three-legged cremation pithos (?15024)
Double jug with lilies (?15051)

Ovoid rhyton (?15055)
Clay alabastron (?15065)

Clay model of circular building with 
monumental entrance and human figurines 

(?15072)
Clay model of a circle dance (?15073) Model of a rectangular building/portico with 

offerings being made to seated figures 
(?15074)

Figure of goddess with upraised arms 
(?15116)

Relief plaque of the "Goddess with upraised 
arms" (?15120) Plaque with relief sphinxes (?15121) Female figurine (?15145) Pyxis with horn-shaped handles (?15306)
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Clay two-handled globular vessel (?15378)
Pyxis with plastic decoration (?15445)

Clay model of a circular building (?15531)
Cup-rhyton with decoration of double axes 

(?16305)

Clay vessel containing skull (?16415)
Ovoid rhyton (?16432) Ovoid rhyton (?16434) Clay boat model (?16437)

Seated female figurine (?16443)
Clay disc with beetle models (?16490) Fish model (?16494) Torso of male figurine (?16575)
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Wine press model (?16779)
Two-handled semiglobular bowl (?17976)

Two-handled semiglobular bowl (?18192)
Vessel base with relief decoration of a 

seascape (?18199)

Cylindrical architectural model (?18221)
Stirrup jar from the Rethymno workshop 

with Linear B inscription on shoulder 
(?18374)

Figurine of "goddess with upraised arms" 
(?18375)

Two-handled open vessel (?18438)

Terracotta figurine of Athena (?18502)
Larnax model containing human figures 

(?18504)
Female rider figurine (?18505) Pair of terracotta figurines (?18513)
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Torso of female figurine (?18648)
Vessel with clay female figure in childbirth 

(?18687 + ?18682) Storage pithos (?18713)
Storage pithos (?18715)

Clay chest larnax depicting a sailing ship 
(?18985) Carinated bowl with handle (?19027) Architectural model with male figure 

(?19084)
Spinning utensil (?19202)

Storage pithos with relief decoration 
(?19280) Clay Medusa Bowl (?19286) Clay kantharos with labyrinthine geometric 

motif and chequerboard pattern (?19290)
Clay miniature situla (?19295)
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Clay shrine model (?19410)
Clay figurine (?19807)

Vessel with globular body and tall cylindrical 
neck (?19812) Cup with applied plastic decoration of a 

seated feline among trees (?19816)

Clay sphinx from applied decoration of 
vessel with Egyptian influences (?19818) Terracotta relief plaque (?20030) Rider figurine (?20874) Clay ritual cup (?20878)

Tripod vessel - "fruit-stand" (?21010)
Clay figurine head (?21018) Clay pair of galloping horses (?21021 + 

?21022)
Clay krater with painted decoration (?21147)
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Part of chest larnax with Linear A symbols 
(?21172) Head of male figure (?21429)

Model of human foot (?21655)
Clay stamped amphora handles (?21737, 

?21734, ?21736)

Cycladic nippled jug (?21836)
Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 

(?21900)
Clay male figurine (?21911) Conical rhyton with relief human face 

(?22038)

Kantharos containing eleven miniature 
vessels (?22066) Rhyton with flower-shaped rim and painted 

decoration (?22105)
Clay burial hydria (?22189) Clay Wild Goat Style dinos (?22216)
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Foot models (?22249?, ?)
Double jug with decoration of crocuses and 

foliate bands (?23213) Clay trefoil oenochoe (?24227)
Clay Corinthian olpe (?24228)

Clay cup (?24231)
Clay Cypriot trefoil oenochoe (?24232) Clay kotyle (?24234) Clay hydria with zoomorphic false spout 

(?24257)

Clay zoomorphic vase with anthropomorphic 
spout (?24258) Large amphora (?24262) Small pithos-rhyton with figure-of-eight 

shields (?24296)
Marine Style alabastron (?24298)
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Clay triangular altar (?24337)
Conical rhyton (?25670)

Clay black-figure cup with pictorial scene 
(?25787) Panathenaic amphora (?26554)

Piriform amphora (?26787)
Kados decorated in the Alternating Style 

(?26792)
Alternating Style chalice (?26795) Chest-shaped pyxis with pictorial decoration 

(?26914)

Alternating Style cup (?27224)
Alternating Style cup (?27234) Marine Style cup (?27238) Clay sistrum model (?27695)
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Clay basin-like vessel with figurines (?27848 
+ ?27849) Discoid loomweight with suspension hole 

(?28289) Red-figure pelike (?28541)
Part of pithos with Murder of Clytemnestra 

(?28645 + ??1612)

Large spherical loomweight with central hole 
(?29003) Tripod cooking pot (?29119) Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 

(?29211)
Discoid, pyramidal and biconical loomweight 

(?29259, ?32629, ?32630)

Ring-shaped libation vessel (?29269)
Trefoil oenochoe (?29475) Clay calyx kantharos (?29501) Kados with plastic bull (?29506)
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Clay ventilation pipe of a smelting furnace 
(?29634) Clay Phoenician lekythion (?29639)

Canaanite amphora (?30420)
Clay amphora (?30421)

Clay oenochoe with relief decoration 
(?30423) Clay cauldron with griffin protomes (?30445) Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 

(?30485)
Oenochoe with geometric painted 

decoration (?31098)

Clay goblet with Marine Style decoration 
(?31150) Female figurine (?31183) Jug with reed pattern decoration (?31921) Clay Sardinian askos (?32026)
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Semiglobular cup with indented rim (?32070)
Four-handled jar with trickle pattern (?32310)

Architectural model with female figure 
(?32613) Oenochoe with painted decoration (?32642)

Miniature pyxis (?32665?, ?)
Clay house-shaped kernos (?32740) Part of clay portable altar (?32741) Handleless conical cup (?32926, ?32924, 

?32925)

Plaque with horseman (?33014)
Plaque with "Athena" (?33017) Black-figure dinos with chariot race (?33020) Clay vase in shape of male siren (?33096)
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Clay jug (?33100)
Clay jug (?33101)

Clay trefoil oenochoe (?33103)
Clay votive plaque (?33106)

Clay enthroned female figurine (?33112)
Clay Tanagra figurine (?33114) Pithoid jar with relief decoration (?33121) Small wide-mouthed jug (?33169)

Large spouted vessel (?33183)
Potter's wheel stand (?33194) Globular rhyton with white running spiral on 

black ground (?33310)
Clay cooking pot (?33318)
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Clay cooking grill (?33319)
Handleless conical cup containing olives 

(?33321) Head and torso of male figurine (?33357)
Pithos containing inhumation (?33375)

"Palace Style" pithoid jar with papyrus 
decoration (?33378) Clay shoe model (?33397) Krater with sacred symbols (?33398) Stirrup jar (?33404)

Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 
(?33412) Clay chest larnax with painted decoration 

(?33415)
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